The recognition of wildlife conservation in the U.S. and Canada as distinct from other forms worldwide has led to the adoption of the term “North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.” The North American Model of Wildlife Conservation is based on seven principles; (1) wildlife as public trust resources, (2) elimination of unregulated markets for game, (3) allocation of wildlife by law, (4) wildlife should only be killed for a legitimate purpose, (5) wildlife are considered an international resource, (6) science is the proper tool for discharge of wildlife policy, and (7) the democracy of hunting.

**NORTH AMERICAN MODEL OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION**


(1) WILDLIFE AS PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCES


(2) ELIMINATION OF UNREGULATED MARKETS FOR GAME


(3) ALLOCATION OF WILDLIFE BY LAW


(6) SCIENCE IS THE PROPER TOOL FOR DISCHARGE OF WILDLIFE POLICY


**(7) DEMOCRACY OF HUNTING**


